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Now that you’ve purchased the Doorway Dangli™ for your cat, we feel it is only fair to warn you…this may 
easily become your cat’s favorite toy of all time! Your cat may thank you for your amazing selection by 
loving you incessantly and gazing at you adoringly. Again, we feel it is our duty to warn you. If you don’t 
want all that love and loyalty, please return this toy immediately!

Your Doorway Dangli allows you to turn any boring doorframe into a kitty activity center. Clip it on and let the 
fun begin!

Getting Started
Because each cat is different, watch to see how comfortable your cat is with each step before moving on. In 
general, make only one change at a time and evaluate how your cat responds to that change. Kittens will, in 
general, accept change much more quickly. Some cats will enjoy playing and eating during the late night and 
early morning hours, when cats naturally hunt.

To Begin:  
Gently use your hands to pull the coated doorway hanger wide enough to get it over the doorframe, (figure 
A) then release. The tension of the hanger will keep the Doorway Dangli in place. The Dangli comes adjusted 
for a standard 7 ft doorframe and is intended to hang approximately 12 inches from the floor. If you have a 
taller doorframe or a smaller cat, you may need to make some adjustments. If necessary, alter the length of 
the adjustable cord to get everything just right.  Simply press the side button on the toggle and pull the 
elastic cord through to the proper length. Once you release the side button, the toggle will keep the cord at 
the adjusted position.

Once you have the Dangli at prime swatting height, wiggle the toy a little to let the cat see the fur move. 
Observe your cat to see if this attracts her. Give the cat some time to investigate. Some cats may prefer the 
toy touch the ground, rather than hang and swing freely. (figure B)

If your cat is inhibited or perhaps “too cool” to play in front of you, you can add interest by putting several 
treats into the cavity and screwing it together loosely. (figure C) The aim is to have the toy drop several treats 
with the slightest interaction from your cat. The “payoff” should motivate your cat to come back for more.

If you have a finicky eater, be sure to use your cat’s very favorite treats, or add a few pieces of a different 
brand of kibble to bring extra interest. Another trick is to dribble a little bit of tuna oil around the inside of the 
toy. Catnip can also be an enticing addition!

Once your cat is a Dangli pro, you can create a greater challenge by screwing the halves a little bit tighter, 
according to your cat’s progress. The decreased opening will require them to work a little harder. Make only a 
small change, and watch for the results. 
(figure D) 

Please note that your Doorway Dangli has a break-away feature for optimum safety. That said, it does use a 
hanging elastic cord, so some precautions are called for. Do not leave the Doorway Dangli unsupervised 
around children. We really like both pets and children and want them all to enjoy safe, happy lives.
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